I.. Introduction {#sec1}
================

Pulse wave becomes a hot spot of research nowadays for the finding can show a significant pathway linking to cardiovascular diseases [@ref1]. The propagation characteristics of pulse wave go hand in hand with the variety of the cardiovascular system parameters. For instance, the pulse wave velocity (PWV) depending on period can be used to evaluate the regional arterial stiffness [@ref2], [@ref3]. Pulse wave monitoring, extraction and analysis have great significance for early detection of health issue and clinical treatment. In theory, the relationship between pulse wave and cardiovascular blood flow dynamics is established which lays the foundation of developing noninvasive and efficient medical instruments. So far, a variety of instruments have been developed and produced [@ref4], [@ref5]. In particular, with the prevalence of wearable devices, 24-hour health dynamic monitoring technology is maturing. As an affordable, wearable physiological measurement, wrist-type heart-rate tracker becomes one of the most typical devices [@ref6], [@ref7]. But because of human movement interference and constraints of sensor technology, exact heart rate extraction from pulse wave during intensive physical activities remains challenging, let alone other physiological information.

As early as 2002, Jeon *et al.* have put forward a method to collect the different wavelengths of the photoelectric volume pulse wave using five wavelengths of the LED array as the light source. The calculation of hemoglobin concentration and wavelength selection was studied as well [@ref8]. The pulse wave spectrum of finger transmission was obtained by Yamakoshi *et al.* [@ref9] using the high-speed acquisition system of 900\~1700nm near-infrared spectroscopy. The blood glucose prediction model established by partial least squares regression (PLS) was used to predict the blood glucose of 22 and the precision can reach 22.3 mg / dL (1.23 mmol / L). Nitzan and Engelberg [@ref10] proposed a method of measuring arterial oxygen saturation through three adjacent wavelengths, taking the effects of scattering into account in principle. Besides that, it did not need correction, but the method lacked of experimental validation. As a general view, portability, multi-environment using, system accuracy and speed are still the obstacles to the development. High frequency and motion artifacts are among the leading causes of deviation in the progress of the acquisition of signals. The back-end processing circuit face a certain challenge in the aspect of processing speed and system accuracy. Our system detection parameters are relatively limited, which is one of the key points in our future research improvement. Of course, for some special scenes, we hope to achieve non-touch human health monitoring.

In this work, a wireless high precision and processing efficiency pulse instrument is designed which can match from minus 18° to 41° above zero. Overall design contains three parts: signal acquisition, pre-processing and information extraction. Using Lambert-Beer theorem set as a starting point [@ref11], most photoelectricity pulse wave instruments have a common disadvantage, which is the scattering effect of human tissue and blood is ignored and only focuses on absorption effect. Firstly, Monte Carlo method is used in the acquisition part of the signal, aiming to screen out optimal test wavelength. What has been shown in [Fig.1(b)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} is the intensity results extracted by single shot. Different optical adsorption properties of different human tissue can be clearly identified, with particular features of the plots explored using 630nm as an example. The result is plotted in [Fig.2(a)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Dynamic spectrum theory suggests that the light absorption of the muscles, subcutaneous fat, intravenous and other static tissue in earlobes as well as the basic absorption of the arteries all keep constant, the only change in absorbance changes is in the blood of the periodic pulsation part. When the arterial filling reaches the highest and the blood vessels are filled with blood, the transmittance of the earlobe reaches the minimum ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ [@ref12]. In addition, the result of pulsating arterial blood absorbing light over time can be found clearly. In the second part, an algorithm with a capability of filtering high frequency noise and baseline drift at the same time has been studied which can extremely enhance the processing velocity and a standard signal will be obtained in order to follow-up use. Last but not least, for analyzing the models in time and frequency domain, nonlinear quantization and table look-up combining with interpolation has been put forward respectively. FIGURE 1.The theoretic framework of the developed design. FIGURE 2.Intensity of light exiting the tissue as a function of both source-to-detector separation and the depth reached by the photon for the wavelength(630 nm). (a) Intensity of light exiting the tissue. (b) Intensity at different depth (c) Radio at the particular separation.

II.. Methods {#sec2}
============

A.. Pulse Wave Acquisition {#sec2a}
--------------------------

The first step in pulse quantification and analysis is to acquire the pulse wave signal via sensor system. The core task of the pulse wave acquisition module is to acquire pulse wave with sufficient quality and resolution, while the selected sensor indicator significantly influences the properties, quality, reliability and validity of a pulse analysis system. Issues having to take into account for the design of a sensor system are discussed in the following.

Pulse wave sensors based on infrared (IR) or red light signals with a photo detector become the preferred choice for non-invasive, portable and low-cost test [@ref13]. The photoplethysmography (PPG) reflects blood movement in the vessel through the amount of the backscattered light corresponds with the variation of the blood volume which was first found by Hertzman in 1938 [@ref14]. Intense researches on the basis of it can replace some methodology like the management of vascular disease especially the invasive tests [@ref15]. The selection of source to detector as well as wavelength selection which directly impact photoplethysmogram (PPG) is a crucial step. Besides, propagation of the light through different tissues is distinct. The relation absorbance of oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin decides the wavelength which is selected for further study [@ref16]. In terms of selection of infrared wavelength of sensor, this work puts forward an improved simulation method taking both the particularity of organizational structure and the characteristics of the light source into consideration.

Monte Carlo modelling of photon propagation has been used to improve upon established models in respect of the processing of circuit and operational accuracy. As is shown in [Fig.1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, tissue can be divided into three parts: tissue without blood including skin, fat and bones; venous blood; arterial blood. Of the three, tissue without blood and venous blood the intensity of the emitted light does not vary with the incident light intensity. Through research, the depth reached by the photon for the 660nm wavelength is shown in [Fig.2(a)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. In [Fig.2(c)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the signal-to-background ratio is shown, with particular features using the depth from 2.6nm to 3.6nm as an example. This can be used to determine which source-to-detector separation is optimal for a particular probing depth. The intensity results extracted by single shot is plotted in [Fig.2(b)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} while different optical adsorption properties of different human tissue can be clearly identified at 630nm, the probability distribution of reflection at 12.5 mm is plotted in [Fig.3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. FIGURE 3.Monte Carlo modeling. (a) The flow of the simulation process. (b) Probability distribution of reflection at 12.5 mm.
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B.. Pulse Wave Pre-Processing {#sec2b}
-----------------------------

To recognize the inflection points and easier interpretation of the original pulse wave, Takazawa *et al.* [@ref17] introduced the first and the second derivative of the pulse signals, as shown in [Fig.3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Furthermore, the second derivative is closely related to a selection of standard pulse wave which is the very foundation of further treatment. As the human pulse signal is relatively weak, different diversities of additive artifact inevitably generate, unfortunately affect the extraction of features [@ref18]. Among the noise, high frequency noise which is the main influence factors is mostly caused by the instrument thermal noise and electromagnetic interference in the signal acquisition process [@ref19]. Another main noise that influence the data processing is the baseline drift, especially occurs in the first started testing, which may lead to consequences like detect the peak value incorrectly. The main reason for the baseline drift is that the physical activity of testers, such as breathing and coughing, is low frequency noise. The original signal can just be able to discern while the first and the second derivative of the pulse signals is completely distorted. That is to say, the original pulse comes with a lot of noise need to be cleaned which will result in the serious distortion after the first and the second derivatives that affect subsequent processing. Therefore, filtering the high frequency noise and removing the baseline drift are both indispensable in the pre-processing.

### 1). Add White Noise to the Original Signal {#sec2b1}
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\end{document}$ are all the intrinsic mode function components from the decomposition. A sequence is given after space reconstruction [(4)](#deqn4){ref-type="disp-formula"}, as shown at the bottom of the next page. $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### 2. Calculate the Permutation Value for Each Intrinsic Mode Function Component and Select the Threshold {#sec2b2}

Permutation entropy is a method to detecting the randomness of time series and dynamic mutations. The vectors from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. The permutation entropy of the intrinsic mode function component from the decomposition can be given as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Another essential parameter needed to be defined is the threshold of the permutation entropy that is used to distinguish out high frequency noise $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### 3). Get The Standard Pulse Wave {#sec2b3}

Reconstructing signal is the last step of denoise processing, but the first step of further processing. The reconstructed signal is represented as the expression when baseline is given as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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C.. Pulse Information Extraction {#sec2c}
--------------------------------
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Under circumstance of testing calmly, human pulse wave shows certain periodicity. In other words, the information content of it is just simple repetition that will result in both hardware and software waste. The ongoing study is based on a single cycle of the pulse signal. When the adjacent periodic error is not more than 98% and the cycle repeats more than five times, the last cycle is selected as the standard signal.
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\end{document}$ can be obtained (see [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). FIGURE 4.(a) Standard pulse wave; (b) Primary differential pulse wave; (c) Quadratic differential pulse wave.

Since the pulse wave is a nonlinear signal, a great deal signal rich in information is weak to detect but important in the analysis process. In order to address the current challenge, non-uniform quantification is suggested whose core is enlarge the wake part of pulse wave and compress the large part. To visually view the process, [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} is plotted as below. The quantification function is given as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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After above-mentioned pre-processing of the original signal, a truncated sequence $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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III.. Results {#sec3}
=============

A.. Standard Waveform Output {#sec3a}
----------------------------

As shown in [Fig.6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, (a) is the original wave with high frequency and baseline drift, which cannot be used for further processing. After the signal processing, as described in the part of pre-processing, standard waveform is plotted in [Fig.6 (b)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. A residual analysis is used to identify predictors of the system accuracy through the extracted standard pulse signals after sampling and pre-progressing, the result of which is represented in [Fig.7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. As expected, maximum residual is less than 0.004mV. FIGURE 6.Spectrum plot of pulse wave. FIGURE 7.Pulse wave output. (a) Original wave with high frequency and baseline drift. (b) Preprocessed wave used for further processing.

B.. Monitoring Heart Rate and Oxygen Saturation of Different Ages Repeatedly {#sec3b}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

A typical single-cycle pulse wave is illustrated including abundant parameters [@ref20]. On one hand, time domain analysis has the advantages on comprehending and interpreting straightly. On the other hand, time domain signals are however that occasionally, some components of pulse wave are weak and illegible, which cause a loss of information. Only when joint time-frequency analysis is taken, exact credibility will get. Besides, non-uniform quantification further increases the precision. In order to test the accuracy and efficiency of the system, test samples from different age classes has been selected randomly.

First, heart rate and oxygen saturation parameters have been tested and the results have been plotted as [Fig.8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}. Testers are divided into three groups on the basis of age, each group of 30 people: •Group "A": age from 10 to 35•Group "B": age from 36 to 60•Group "C": age from 60 to 80 FIGURE 8.Residual analysis.

The signal was collected in the tests' earlobe when they were in a calm state. The instrument acquires no imposed conditions on the test environment because the temperature compensation has been taken into account in the design process. To minimize the influence of accidental errors in the test, the test samples all tested three times.

Heart rate (HR) monitoring using photoplethysmography (PPG) has become a necessary feature in the wearable devices whose precision has been further optimized in this system.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ means the number of pulses in a single cycle.

Under normal conditions, heart rate is between 50 to 90 and it goes down slightly but not obviously with age. As expected, doing exercises is another factor affecting the heart rate. For example, supposing your resting heart rate begins to increase, you may exercise too hard or for too long.

Beyond that, oxygen saturation is also a parameter that must think over which is one of the important physiological parameters that characterizes human health.

Blood oxygen saturation test has been not only used to learn the health of the human cardiovascular and respiratory system, but also widely used in surgical anesthesia, patient first aid and neonatal care [@ref21], [@ref22]. Whether oxygen saturation is too low or drops rapidly will cause health threats, largely among the elderly. The system offers a reliable, noninvasive, convenient way for continuous monitoring of it. It can be seen from [Fig.8(b)](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} oxygen saturation is generally above 92%.

C.. Cardiac Output and Cardiac Index Measured During Rest {#sec3c}
---------------------------------------------------------

In the previous pulse instrument design, it was shown that detecting the heart rate and oxygen saturation is possible. Whereas the information contained in pulse wave is much more than this, cardiac output as well as cardiac index are also included in this system. In order to accurately study the reliability of the system, sample size increased to 300. The 300 volunteers, aged 9 to 82, are in different health condition. The median age of them is 42.7.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A series of two experiments for each test has been taken to limit the defected error and suppress the accidental error. The measurement results are shown in [Fig.9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}. FIGURE 9.Basic parameter test results(Heart Rate and Oxygen Saturation). (a)The result of Heart Rate. (b)The result of Oxygen Saturation.

Both cardiac output and cardiac index show a weakening trend with age (see [Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). Cardiac output is key characteristics of the pumping force of the heart and cardiac index is closely bound up with it. In case both cardiac output or cardiac index are beyond normal values, it may mean that myocardial contractility is too high and you are suffering from high blood pressure. If continues, over time, oxygen consumption will increase and in serious cases it can cause myocardial damage and ultimately threaten the life. On the contrary, too low cardiac output and cardiac index can be the precursor for low blood pressure. FIGURE 10.Expanding parameter test results(Cardiac Output and Cardiac Index). (a)The result of Cardiac Output. (a)The result of Cardiac Index.

IV.. Discussion {#sec4}
===============

Due to the characteristics of the photoelectric sensor, the measurement accuracy is affected by the temperature, resulting heavily but unallowable skew especially in the measurement of high precision. In order to improve the accuracy further, accurate and effective compensation is urgently needed. The hardware compensation is small and the accuracy is so low that cannot meet the reality requirement while a flexible, high precision and relatively low-cost compensation mode which is completely depend on the software. Further studies conclusively showed the photoelectric sensor performs differently under different environmental conditions. Based on this feature, the subsection process goes forward. The test environment is divided into cold test (−18°\~1°), normal test ((2°\~21°) and warm test(22°\~41°) which is shown in [Tab.1](#table1){ref-type="table"}.TABLE 1Temperature Drift of the Sensor at Different TemperatureTestTemperature (°C)Cold~RMS~ (V)Temperature (°C)Noraml~RMS~ (V)Temperature (°C)Warm~RMS~ (V)1−180.004820.0279220.02522−170.011230.0168230.03203−160.005640.0079240.03714−150.005850.0107250.03125−140.005760.0089260.02916−130.004770.0112270.01317−120.005180.0140270.03108−110.003990.0120290.02469−100.0117100.0100300.056210−90.0079110.0176310.029311−80.0046120.0223320.028612−70.0057130.0190330.029113−60.0057140.0159340.028014−50.0056150.0144350.028615−40.0104160.0197360.025816−30.0075170.0250370.027817−20.0054180.0103380.022018−10.0080190.0310390.02651900.0083200.0243400.04412010.0108210.0377410.0302Median Interquartile range−8.50.005711.50.0163531.50.02885−18\~10.0039\~0.01172\~210.0079\~0.037722\~410.0131\~0.0562

[Fig.11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"} shows the temperature drift values for all subjects from each test when plotted against their corresponding temperature value. In the first place, all the drift points for the cold test are below 0.0117 V. Points for the normal test are more scattered over a wider range of 0.0079 -- 0.0337 V relative to cold test. For the warm test, all the points lie between a highest range of 0.0131 -- 0.0562 V. Least-squares fitting results in a low, relatively flat fit to cold and warm test, a steeper gradient to normal test. FIGURE 11.The temperature drift values.

Pervious researches mostly focus on fast Fourier transform. Further improvement based on the Goertzel algorithm comes forward as a pulse wave signal concentrates in low frequency. By contrast, table look-up combing with interpolation (TLI) presented in this design saves register space as well as reduce processing time prominently. The calculation for the time cost of fast Fourier transformation (FFT) and table look-up combing with interpolation (TLI) has been listed as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$$ [Tab.2](#table2){ref-type="table"} clearly demonstrates the meaning of parameters A~1~ A~2~ A~3~ A~4~ A~5~. In order to intuitively test the advantages of the instrument, the processing time when N equals 300 was tested. The processing time of table look-up combing with interpolation (TLI) is 0.19s while fast Fourier transformation (FFT) needs 5.31s. Table look-up combing with interpolation (TLI) increases processing speed by thirty times, as anticipated, enhance the efficiency of the system.TABLE 2The Meaning of Parameters A~1~ A~2~ A~3~ A~4~ A~5~ and System Operation Time AnalysisOperationTriangular calculationTable look-upInterpolationFloating-point multiplicationFloating-point additionVariable$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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V.. Conclusion {#sec5}
==============

This paper has presented a non-invasive, high precision and processing speed, multi-parameter pulse analysis system based on the signals collected from the earlobe. It is obvious that the sensitivity of the system is strongly dependent on the sensor of the sampling circuit. Therefore, in the acquisition part of the proposed system, Monte Carlo simulation is utilized. Nonetheless, the sensor has an inherent drawback that cannot be eliminated through the production process improvement. The solution to this problem is calibrating the temperature drift in the different using condition and then carrying on temperature compensation by programming. Aiming to minimize the influence of kinds of noise, the method which can reduce both high frequency noise and baseline drift has been come up in pre-processing section. When the processing steps mentioned above are done, standard pulse wave that will be used to extract health information is obtained. The standard pulse wave is well matched to the simulation results. For the purpose of realizing the processing speed enhancement and reducing the complexity and cost of the hardware circuit, non-linear quantification and looking up table combining with interpolation (TLI) has been presented. In the end part, system test on a random sample of 300 people has been carried out which shows that the testing parameters of this system are extremely accurate. The processing speed is obviously higher than using Fourier algorithm. Through the study, a system which has great advantages in that it can be widely used in practical engineering whether health management instruments or medical measurement device.
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